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Adventures with Adeline by Matthew Perry
Walking in the woods with my granddaughter, Adeline, is one of my favorite pastimes.
Fortunately, Adeline loves to walk in the woods with me!! At five years old she has an uncanny interest
in nature and especially likes to walk along the creek that meanders through our property. In the last
year she has been especially interested in the beaver family that have been chewing on our trees and
making several dams along the creek’s path.
Adeline recently gave a book report on beaver to her kindergarten virtual class during the
pandemic and she did very well understanding beaver facts. Although she was a little confused with the
difference between a lodge and a dam, the teacher was very impressed when Adeline stated that beaver
teeth are orange in color, and they never stop growing. Since she could talk, Adeline’s favorite word was
“WHY?” At first it seemed she was just being silly, but with time we learned that she has an insatiable
thirst for knowledge, especially when it comes to the natural world.
I was hoping to further expand her interest in beavers, so while she was visiting on a cold day in
January 2021, I suggested that the two of us take a walk along the creek to look for beaver activity. We
donned our boots and headed out for a new adventure. I wanted her to see the actual lodge where the
beaver lived, but the beaver had raised the water level so high that it was not visible without getting
very wet. On our way back to the house I pointed out several trees the beaver had toppled and told her
that sweetgum and boxelder were their favorites for the bark they preferred to eat. I also mentioned
that they liked elm and yellow poplar, which were very common on our property.

Adeline climbing over a sweetgum tree downed by a beaver

Adeline doing an impression of a beaver

She then asked me to tell her what trees they do not like to eat. The question surprised me at
first, but as we were walking through a pawpaw patch at the time, I quickly told her I have never seen a
pawpaw tree eaten by beaver. I told her there were many along the banks of the
creek, which she could quickly observe. Then she asked what other trees they do not like to eat. My
mind went blank for a while and I had to admit that at present I could not think of other trees.

Later after she had gone home it occurred to me that she had literally “stumped” me with
her question. I recalled from my Navy years that when the ship Captain asked a question, we
never said we did not know, but that the preferred answer was, “I don’t know Sir, but I will find
out.” I found it interesting that I was mentally comparing my situation with my five-year old
granddaughter to the response I used with a Navy Captain over 50 years ago. BUT, I did want to
find out and respond to her as quickly as possible.
Black walnut!!! Of course, that was another tree I should have mentioned. There were
several along the creek in areas where beaver had fed on other tree species, but walnut trees
were not touched. This might be due to the chemical called juglone that occurs in the walnut tree.
Many plants cannot grow under walnut trees due to this “poison” chemical and the process is
called allelopathy. I will try to explain that idea with Adeline and that sure will illicit some
“whys??” At present I do not know of other trees that beaver avoid, sir, but I will find out!!
I would love to get Adeline to walk the creek with me at night so she could see live
beaver and not just their activity in the daytime. I will have to convince her mother to make an
exception about bedtime on some day that is not a school day. The excitement of seeing beaver
swim towards you as you remain motionless is very exciting. They will stop swimming, stare at
you, recognizing a change, and remain motionless. Eventually, if you make the slightest move,
they will slap their tail on the water and instantly disappear.

Adeline finding new bridge created by beaver

Adult beaver chewing sweetgum tree

One of the great characteristics of Adeline is her lack of fear and her desire to challenge
herself. She has a great ability and agility in crossing our creek on fallen logs. She is always rapid
with the comment “I can do Grandpa.” She also walks across beaver dams, which in some places
are just an assemblage of sticks and mud. I have seen the fear in her eyes when her legs fall
through, and she knows she has gone too far. I also have seen the same fear when she challenges
herself in testing the thin ice on our ponds. They all are great experiences, reminding me of my
own youth and the challenges of enjoying nature as well as respecting potential dangers.
Adventures with Adeline are good for her mind developing process, but I must admit, she does a
good job helping her grandfather’s brain to stay active also.
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Backyard Birds by Dale Mangum
Jeanne Latham asked that I share a few photos I’ve posted on Facebook to pass along via ‘Friends
Connecting to Friends’. I’ve always enjoyed photography and wildlife and learned at an early age that
outdoors was a great place to spend time. My parents were strong supporters of the Wildlife Achievement
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, and our family spent a great deal of time participating in events held
by that group.
My wife and I moved to a more rural setting five years ago,
and I’ve been amazed at the diversity of bird species I’ve captured
with my camera. Nearly 60 species over the last five years between
our backyard and our road. We are very close to the Patuxent River
at the Montgomery and Howard County border.
My latest project was putting together a 2021 calendar with
images from our backyard. On January 15th, I decided to see if I could
sell a few and at the same time, raise a little money for FOP. I posted
images of a few calendar pages and mentioned that 25% of proceeds
would be donated to FOP. To my surprise by January 30th I had sold
over 50 calendars and raised over $300 for FOP. Several buyers
chipped in a few extra dollars for FOP and a local business,
Christopher’s Hardware in Sandy Spring MD, agreed to place some
on their counter for sale.
Now on to a few images from my neighborhood…

Eastern bluebirds
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Female (left and male (right) pileated woodpeckers side by side
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Red-breasted (left) and white-breasted (right) nuthatches
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Cooper’s hawk
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Scarlet tanager in May and September plumage
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Dale's favorite pileated woodpecker shot with the male looking straight up
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